An oasis of **Beauty and Serenity**

County Line Road
303.743.8804
CremationGardens.org
About Us

The Cremation Gardens at Rocky Mountain Memorial Park

started with a vision to create a memorial park to resemble Colorado; native plants, flowers and a lot of personality – just like those we love.

Soon we will begin with Phase II of these amazing Cremation Gardens. Included in the expansion will be several family estate sections, and some artistically designed columbarium niches. As always from the property there will be breath-taking views of the Colorado Rocky Mountains. Feel free to speak with us about projected dates for completion and pre-construction purchases.
Mount Evans Pathway

Columbarium Niches

For those choosing above-ground interment, we offer these attractive niches. Placed toward the entry area of the Cremation Gardens, these niches are convenient for those who wish to visit frequently. With bronze fronts, they are available for either single or companion interments.
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Mount Evans Pathway

Reflections Monument

This is a more contemporary memorial using several elements; glass, granite and bronze. It is suitable for either single or companion interments. The interment takes place within the cored granite section of the memorial. The three elements provide ample space for names, dates and a meaningful phrase, verse or scripture.
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Front Range Terrace Garden

Granite Pavers

Available with Memorialization or with Interment
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Granite Tablets

Beveled Capstone

Front Range Terrace Garden Fountain

Cored Granite Niche

Available in Companion

or Individual
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Front Range Terrace Garden

Upright Monuments

These cored upright monuments are designed for companion interments. They boast spectacular views of Mount Evans.
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These sandstone memorials are designed for companion memorialization and are located near flower beds and water features.
These are companion memorials for those who wish to have their cremated remains buried in the earth.
Scattering Ossuary

The ossuary is for communal scattering of cremated remains. Memorialization options are separate.
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An Oasis of Beauty & Serenity
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Helpful Videos

Learn more about the Cremation Gardens, pre-planning and more with these informative links below

Frances Owens
Former First Lady of Colorado shares her story about why she selected the Cremation Gardens at Rocky Mountain Memorial Park

An Oasis of Beauty and Serenity

TAKE A 360° Virtual tour

Horan & McConaty Aurora Location    Horan & McConaty Centennial Location
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Appearance of the gardens change depending on the season. A limited number or items are available and available items may change from when photography took place.